ART. 454]
A CIECULAE DISC.
235
453.    To Jind ike potential at any external point P' in the plane of the disc.    The potential at P of the original disc is
F= —— = —° sin"1 —, where a' = AP is the semi-major axis of the a        TT          a                                              J
confocal through P, (Art. 384).    The potential V at P' of the inverted disc is therefore
JL
]'BF
where k is the length of the tangent BD, and C, the inverse point of A, is the foot of the ordinate of D, see Art. 172.
454.    To find the distribution of electricity on a plane circular disc, centre A, when acted on by a quantity — E of electricity situated at a point 0 on the axis. Let us cover the area of the plane outside the disc (regarded as a non-conductor)
Eh    1 with a layer of electricity whose surface density at any point B is p = - -
and let this layer be fixed in the plane (Art. 412).    Then if Q be any point on the conducting disc, the induced density at Q is (by Art. 451)
OB* where x = AB, r=AQ, B is the angle QAB.    We now substitute
where h~OA.   We first integrate with regard to 6 between the limits 0 and 2?r,
using the integral I---------- = -jj------^-.  To effect the integration with regard to xt
J JL — e cos t/    /v(l — ^")
write ce=7itani// and express the result in terras of cos^. The ordinary rules of the integral calculus then show that we should put (7i2-fa2) cosa^=Ji2 —2/a. ^ne limits for x being a to oo, those for y are 0 to 7i. We thus find
f—-®h   f< ~ tan~11       /.2_^2 + r2 ^~27r2"  (W + r2)% '        ~"aa-r2*
The result is that the potential due to the forced distribution p outside the disc together with that due to the distribution p' on each side of the disc is zero at all internal points.
Now by Art. 412 an electrical point -E situated at 0 and an infinite plane whose density is that represented above by p (but with its sign changed) exert no attraction at all points on the side of the plane opposite to 0, and the sum of their potentials at all such points is zero.
Superimpose this second electrical system on the first; then the forced distributions outside the disc cancel each other. The sum of the potential due to -E situated at 0 and that due to the electricity on the two sides of the disc is zero at all points within the conducting substance.
The densities on the sides most remote from and nearest to 0 are respectively Eh t — tan"11        n     ,   Eh       1
These formulas represent the density at any point Q when the internal potential is zero and the disc is acted on by an electrified point — E situated at 0.
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